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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OPSEC for All is an editable and modular OPSEC overview developed for OPSEC practitioners who want a briefing that increases the workforce’s operations security knowledge and awareness. The slides and script are unclassified in their entirety; however, based on your situation, you could have discussions that are for official use only or classified.The StructureThis deck includes a 20 slide OPSEC overview and four stand alone five slides modules: OPSEC and Your FamilyOPSEC and Your Connected DevicesOPSEC and Work From HomeOPSEC and Social MediaThese short modules can be used in conjunction with the overview or independently. Use the OPSEC Every Day slide to conclude your briefing, move this slide to the end of your briefing.The Instructor Guide The Instructor Guide is included in the notes section, view and print using “Notes Page”IconsIcons are used to indicate the speaker script, content that can and should be tailored to your organization and mission, and notes from the IOSS.           Briefer script		Tailor to your organization and mission           Notes from the IOSS									Editing the BriefingAll text is editable so that you can tailor the briefing to your needs. Your BrandingThere is a placeholder to the right of the IOSS seal on the title slide (view in normal view) for your seal or branding to personalize the briefing. If you do not add branding, no action is required.Text in CirclesType as normal in the circle textbox. If the content is longer or shorter, resize using the corner sizing handles to keep the circle’s proportions equal. Do not resize with the top and bottom or sides, this will change the proportions.Notes PagesA script is included for your use, you may tailor to your needs. Be aware that we’ve been experiencing an issue with the icons shifting in the notes section, verify placement prior to printing..VideosThis deck also include links to videos that reside on the internet if you are unable to access/play the videos, you may hide these slides. You also have the flexibility to use your preferred videos. A list of videos is included in the references at the end of the deck. The IOSS does not own or host the videos, please test the links to ensure availability.The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the Department of Defense or the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the Department of Defense or the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. If you have any questions or need assistance with this briefing, contact the IOSS as IOSS@radium.ncsc.mil or 443.479.4677.



Using best practices to 
identify and protect your 
critical information.

What is Operations 
Security (OPSEC)?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Introduce yourself here.	Welcome to the “OPSEC for All” briefing, today we’ll talk about operations security - OPSEC, what it is and why it’s important; and we’ll look at each of the five steps: analyze the threat, identify critical information, analyze vulnerabilities, assess risk, and apply countermeasures. So, let’s start with - what is OPSEC. OPSEC is an analytical process that helps us identify and protect our information from being exploited by the adversary. As a disclosure or to pre-empt any confusion, OPSEC is a security discipline that complements and augments traditional security disciplines and practices already in place to protect against aggregation and exploitation of critical information. You might recognize some overlap in physical security, information security, and personnel security – and that’s ok.  



What is Operations 
Security (OPSEC)?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Use a video as an opener to gain and focus the audience’s attention.�https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKtjlq5F2mIWhat is OPSEC? [1:17]	The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. 



Understanding how a threat could potentially exploit 
vulnerabilities to compromise your personal 
information and learning different countermeasures 
to prevent it are key to ensuring critical information 
doesn’t land in the adversary’s hands. 

The Importance of OPSEC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	OPSEC is a systematic process that helps us deny potential adversaries information about our capabilities and intentions by identifying, controlling, and protecting generally unclassified information associated with the planning and execution of sensitive activities.The OPSEC cycle helps us understand the threats and vulnerabilities while also determining the value of unclassified information. Understanding the cycle and the benefits of the process is the first step in making OPSEC principles second nature, creating an OPSEC mindset, and promoting an OPSEC culture – which is what we want.
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The OPSEC Cycle

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Here are the steps of the OPSEC cycle. Analyze threat; an adversary with the intent and capabilities to compromise your mission or sensitive activities. Identify critical information; the information about your intentions and capabilities that an adversary can exploit to compromise or interrupt your mission. Analyze vulnerabilities; vulnerabilities are weakness that an adversary can exploit to get your critical information. Assess risk, this involves a bit of math – it is the probability that an adversary will compromise your critical information or exploit a vulnerability and the potential impact of the adversary’s success. Countermeasures are things that we can do to address our vulnerabilities.And finally assess the effectiveness of the program and countermeasures, we determine if what we are doing is working or do we need to make some changes.  Simply put this is: who wants your information, what do they want, how can they get it, how likely are they to get it and what is the impact if they do, and finally what can we do to stop them from getting our information. Another disclaimer - there are many definitions, descriptions, and approaches to risks, threats, vulnerabilities and so on. But we are discussing them solely from the OPSEC perspective today.Let’s dig a little deeper. 



A threat is an adversary who 
has the intent and capability to 
compromise your mission or 
sensitive activities.

What is a Threat?
ANALYZE THREAT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	A threat is an adversary who has the intent and capability to compromise your mission or sensitive activities. For an adversary to be a threat, they must have the intent to do harm to our mission/activities and the capability to do so. An adversary that has intent but lacks capability or has capability but no intent is not considered a threat. 



An adversary, or bad actor, is an 
individual, group, organization, or 
government that threatens to 
compromise your interests, missions, 
and sensitive information.

What is an Adversary?
ANALYZE THREAT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	So, if a threat is an adversary with intent and capability, we need to talk about who or what is an adversary. An adversary is any entity with goals counter to our own. They can be criminal organizations, nation states, economic competitors, terrorist organizations, hackers, and even insiders. And the categories can blend, hackers act on the behalf of nation states and criminal organizations conduct cyber activities as hackers.



Details about your intentions, 
capabilities, and activities that an 
adversary can exploit to compromise 
or interrupt your mission.

What is Critical Information?
IDENTIFY CRITICAL INFORMATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Critical information varies by organization and mission. It’s the specific facts about friendly intentions, capabilities, and activities that an adversary can use against us.It can be summed up in the acronym CALI: Capabilities, Activities, Limitations, Intentions. OPSEC views critical information from the friendly and adversary point of view – what is important to us and what is important to them. This helps us determine and understand the value and potential impact of the information if compromised.	CALI rhymes with alley	



Social engineering 
tactics to trick you 
into providing 
sensitive information.

Casual conversation 
or by eavesdropping 
at places frequented 
by you.

Open sources such 
as the internet, news 
outlets, professional 
journals, and social 
media.

How do Adversaries Collect 
Critical Information About You?

IDENTIFY CRITICAL INFORMATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	These are some examples of how adversaries collect critical information.Open source research, you may have heard about Open-source Intelligence or OSINT, is using publicly available or published sources of information. Eavesdropping or engaging in casual conversations. Have you been at a restaurant for lunch and overheard or even engaged in work-related conversations?Social engineering is tricking people into providing sensitive information or access. The most common type of social engineering is phishing. Using an email that looks legitimate, scammers trick people into installing malware or sending sensitive information.  	OSINT is pronounced Oh-sint, using an O like in ocean



 What is the mission or project?

 How can the adversary use the 
information?

 Would the information support an 
adversary’s strategy or activities?

 How long does the information 
need to be protected?

Ask Yourself This…
IDENTIFY CRITICAL INFORMATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	How do we identify what is critical information?To determine what information is critical, we have to ask ourselves a few questions.�What is the mission or project?Are we testing equipment, deploying overseas, conducting research and development, launching a new product, or training for a mission, task, or new capability? In order to understand what is important and should be protected, we have to first understand and have knowledge of our activities.�How can the adversary use the information?If the adversary gains access to this information, could they use it to plan an attack, acquire new targets, compromise networks, steal research, or compromise technology. Understanding what could happen helps us identify the potential impact and determine what should be safeguarded�Would the information support an adversary’s strategy or activities? Why does the adversary need this information, could it support social engineering efforts, aid them in disrupting missions and attacks, or assist them in identifying additional vulnerabilities. Understanding the importance of the information to the adversary helps us recognize its value to the adversary �How long does the information need to be protected?Does it require temporary protection for the duration of a project/mission for days, weeks, or years or does it require permanent protection? This will aid in determining the resources and efforts needed in protecting the information�Answering these questions helps us understand the potential impact if adversaries collect or compromise the information. The identifying the impact answers the “so what” question, what could happen? If the adversary gains access to this information, lives, resources, and finances could be lost; reputation and credibility could be damaged; missions could fail or be cancelled. Remember, we evaluate critical information from the friendly perspective and adversary perspective. Understanding what’s important to us and the adversary helps us in determining the value and potential impact of the critical information.



A critical information list (CIL) is a 
list of your critical information such 
as capabilities, activities, limitations 
and intentions. Critical Information 
can also include personal items 
such as PII, health information, and 
travel plans.

Know What to Protect
IDENTIFY CRITICAL INFORMATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Before we can protect our critical information, we have to know what to protect. A critical information list or CIL is our list of our critical information. The CIL is developed to identify unclassified information that is sensitive and critical to the success of an organization or mission. The CIL should be designed so that everyone understands what information is critical and should be protected.	Include your CIL as appropriate	CIL is pronounced sill, like a window sill



Refer to your CIL when sharing information 
in these unsecure instances;

 Unencrypted email

 Social media posts

 Public conversations, or even at 
home with family and friends

 Travel planning

 Requests for personal information

Keeping Critical Information Safe
IDENTIFY CRITICAL INFORMATION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Before sending an unencrypted email, posting to social media, or discussing in public or even at home with family or friends, consult the CIL. Is what you are typing or talking about on the CIL? If so, don’t share it – if you have to share information with family or close friends such as a travel plans, ask them not to share your information. Or limit the details that you share depending on the audience. So, share your travel details with your family, but not with your dry cleaners, neighbors, or people at the gym.  Personally identifiable information or PII is also considered critical information. PII refers to information which can be used to distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social security number, or biometric records, alone, or when combined with other personal or identifying information which is linked or linkable to a specific individual, such as date and place of birth or mother’s maiden name.There’s not necessarily an exhaustive list that everyone agrees on as far as what is PII, but remember, PII is a key component of our real-world and online identity and can be exploited by adversaries. Safeguarding this information is essential.	Fingerprints are a common biometric, but others include things like DNA, irises, voice patterns, palm prints, and facial patterns.



An adversary can detect a vulnerability by 
observing an activity, such as security procedures 
you follow when entering a building.

 Physical environment/work area

 Office operating procedures

 Outdated computer software

Vulnerabilities Can be 
Observed in Many Ways

ANALYZE VULNERABILITIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Vulnerabilities are weaknesses that an adversary uses to obtain critical information. Vulnerabilities give the adversary an opportunity to disrupt friendly operations and activities. Vulnerabilities can be found in many difference places such as the physical environment of the work area, policies and procedures, or when using the internet.An adversary can detect a vulnerability through observation – just watching, such as security procedures we follow as we enter our building. But in reality, the biggest vulnerability is us – people – in what we say and do.



Hacked Within Minutes
ANALYZE VULNERABILITIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Adversaries can and will exploit the human element to circumvent security. “Hacking” the human instead of the machine.https://youtu.be/PWVN3Rq4gzwWatch this hacker break into a company [2:55]	The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. 



 Use of email, social media, and the internet

 Access to mail, trash, and recyclables

 Predictable patterns and procedures

 Lack of awareness of threats and vulnerabilities

 Increased connectivity on insecure devices

Common Vulnerabilities
ANALYZE VULNERABILITIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Here are some common vulnerabilities faced by individuals and organizations.What we do or post on the internetWhat we discard without sanitizingHow we conduct ourselves and The connectedness of our devices and livesIn most cases, if the individual is vulnerable, the organization can be vulnerable as well.	Provide your own vulnerabilities if appropriate.



Indicators may reveal sensitive information 
and activities such as:

 Sudden changes in procedures

 Staging of cargo or vehicles

 Presence of specialized equipment

 Increased security measures

 Personal behavior/actions

Indicators are Clues
ANALYZE VULNERABILITIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Indicators are observable or detectable activities or information that point to either a vulnerability or your critical information. They act as clues to an activity that adversaries can exploit to their advantage through analysis.  Using these examples, what could specialized equipment indicate?Or increased security measures?	Provide your own indicators if appropriate.	Indicators alone are not considered OPSEC vulnerabilities, however, a combination of indicators can potentially reveal critical information. This leads us to data aggregation.



Data aggregation is 
combining information 
from multiple sources.

Data Aggregation
ANALYZE VULNERABILITIES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Data aggregation is combining information from multiple sources to see the big picture and infer critical or classified information. Sources may include professional journals, news outlets, social media, eavesdropping, and websites – both official and unofficial. Take for instance combining information from a fitness app available to anyone and open source information.The fitness app, Polar Flow, tracked and consolidated all sessions of any single user over three years into an activity map that showed the exact routes where they exercised, their activities, and heartrate. Researchers using information from user profiles and the Internet identified names, residences, and work locations of U.S. military and government personnel in the United States and abroad. They also identified individuals affiliated with organizations in the UK, France, the Netherlands, and Russia.Fortunately, it was researchers who identified this vulnerability and not the adversary – as far was we know.



Risk is the likelihood that an 
adversary will get your critical 
information.

What is Risk?
ASSESS THE RISKS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	So we assess the risk to determine the probability that an adversary will gain knowledge of your critical information and the overall impact to you if the adversary is successful.



Don’t Risk Your Information
ASSESS THE RISKS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Have you ever left your wallet or purse in your car? What is the probability or risk that an adversary will access your critical information? You might consider where the car is parked – in your locked garage, in a parking lot, or on a street. And consider the potential impact if your wallet or purse is compromised. The probability or risk changes based on the circumstances or vulnerabilities and the impact. https://www.kgw.com/article/news/crime/portland-woman-id-theft-victim/283-2254fe8e-a948-4c93-877e-b23d001eb0b4 Suspect uses False Name after Arrest [2:17]	The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. 



Countermeasures reduce the likelihood that 
critical information will be lost. These include 
educating yourself on threats and 
vulnerabilities, using traditional security 
precautions (physical, personal, cyber, etc.), 
and enforcing policies. 

Use Countermeasures 
to Reduce Risk

APPLY COUNTERMEASURES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Countermeasures reduce the probability of the adversary observing indicators or exploiting vulnerabilities, correctly analyzing the information obtained, and acting on this information in a timely manner.Countermeasures are anything that effectively mitigates or decreases an adversary’s ability to exploit vulnerabilities and are typically applied to the vulnerabilities. This could be as simple as using privacy settings on your social media account or as complex as developing a national awareness campaign on phishing scams. The end result will assist in denying adversaries your critical information.Other common OPSEC countermeasures are training, education, awareness, policy enforcement, and traditional security such as physical security or cyber security.	Discuss your countermeasures as appropriate.



Assessing the risks and taking the 
precautions could be the difference 
in protecting your critical information 
and your safety. 

Stay Safe
APPLY COUNTERMEASURES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Practicing OPSEC enables us to understand how an OPSEC threat could potentially exploit a vulnerability to collect critical information while also determining the potential impact of that compromise. Effective analysis of the threat, vulnerability and impact provides us the overall risk and aids in the creation and implementation of countermeasures to address the vulnerabilities or reduce the adversary’s ability to exploit in order to manage/mitigate the risk.When applied properly, OPSEC principles can promote safety, security, and success.



For additional resources
visit www.ioss.gov
Or you can reach us at
443.479.4677 or
ioss@radium.ncsc.mil

Knowing the risks, reducing your 
vulnerabilities and taking the correct 
countermeasures will help to keep you 
and your critical information safe.

OPSEC Every Day

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Remember, OPSEC is a proven risk analysis process that helps protect critical information and determine the value of unclassified information; awareness is key!Identify and analyze the threats Identify what information is critical and assess the potential ImpactIdentify and analyze your vulnerabilities and IndicatorsUnderstand and assess the riskIdentify and implement effective countermeasuresAnd assess the effectiveness of the program and countermeasures  Simply put, using the OPSEC cycle, we look at who wants your information, what do they want, how can they get it, how likely are they to get it and what is the impact if they do, and finally what can we do to stop them from getting our information. Then we evaluate our program’s effectiveness and make changes as needed.We talked about CALI, capabilities, activities, limitations, and intentions. So, if you’re not 100% sure about what is critical information, if it falls into one of these categories – protect it.Finally, OPSEC does not stop when you leave work. Share this guidance with your family, friends, and colleagues. Your inner circle becomes safer when everyone is doing the right thing.



Many family members inadvertently provide 
critical information without even knowing. When 
your critical information is exposed to the wrong 
person, it can endanger your family.

OPSEC &
Your Family

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Sometimes we don’t realize how much those close to us know and share. We usually think about applying OPSEC at work to protect mission, but we can and should also apply the OPSEC cycle at home to protect our families, ourselves, our information, our property, and our mission.



Define what and who could be a threat. 
Make sure your family understands the 
vulnerabilities and risks of over-sharing 
information and that even children can 
be potential targets or victims.

Talk to Your 
Family about OPSEC

A burglary 
happens every 

26 seconds

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Remember, OPSEC is a proven risk analysis process that helps protect critical information and determine the value of unclassified information; awareness is key!	Only say the following if you using this module as a stand-alone training and have not already discussed the OPSEC cycle.	Lets review the OPSEC cycle:Identify and analyze the threats Identify what information is critical and assess the potential ImpactIdentify and analyze your vulnerabilities and IndicatorsUnderstand and assess the riskIdentify and implement effective countermeasuresAnd assess the effectiveness of the program and countermeasuresSimply put, using the OPSEC cycle, we look at who wants your information, what do they want, how can they get it, how likely are they to get it and what is the impact if they do, and finally what can we do to stop them from getting our information. Then we evaluate our program’s effectiveness and make changes as needed.



 Threats come from criminals, identity thieves, and 
pedophiles.

 Talking about work, school, and social schedules 
can expose critical information.

 Social media posts, discussions in public and items 
left in cars are all types of vulnerabilities.

 Understand the risk that an adversary could gain 
your critical information if you are overly sharing it.

Awareness Starts at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Who wants your information: Criminals, identity thieves, and even pedophiles.What do they want: Your employer’s information or your family’s information. They could want your personal information to commit identity theft, gain access to your finances, or something more nefarious.PII from credit cards, financial statements, a driver’s license or social security card could be used for identity theft. Work and school schedules, activity schedules like sports practices and games, or travel plans both work and vacation. All of these point to when the house will be unattended or when the children are home without adult supervision. How can the adversary get this information: Work and school schedules might be available online either on an official website or press releases or via social media. It’s not just your social media site, it could be family members, friends, and associates. Maybe you don’t post about upcoming trips or commitments, but have you casually discussed plans over dinner or drinks in public or at the gym? When you are going to be out of town do you pause any memberships or services such as pet walking, house cleaning, child care, or gym memberships? Where is that information kept and how is it protected? How about home security, how can an adversary get that information? Surveillance? Just looking at the home. Security company lawn signs, video doorbells.



Awareness 
Starts at Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Adversaries are opportunistic, they can and will target us where we are weak, when we drop our guard; home, traveling, vacation, and online.https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2020/09/28/legislation-federal-judge-data-privacy-esther-salas/Lawmakers Unveil Legislation To Protect Federal Judges, Months After Gunman Shot And Killed Judge Esther Salas’s Son In New Jersey [1:57]	The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. 



 Schedules can reveal your whereabouts, don’t overly 
share them.

 Leaving items in your car makes you a target for theft. 
 Using the Post Office’s indoor drop box can reduce 

your likelihood of mail theft. 
 Remember to always lock your house and car.

Protect Your Family

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	What are some ways that we can protect our information:Don’t overly share your schedules, talk to family members about not sharing too much. Lock your car and don’t leave valuables in the car. Use the indoor drop box at the post office. Secure incoming mail, install a locking mailbox or rent a mail box at a mail center. Lock your doors and windows when not at home or when on a different level of you house. If everyone will be in the lower level family room and your entrance is on the main level –lock the door. These are just a few things that we can do to make it difficult for the adversary to collect your information. Don’t leave OPSEC at work, use the cycle at home to protect our families, ourselves, our information, our property, and our mission.



Did you know, that the average 
household has at least 10 devices 
connected to the internet. Do you 
think they are all secure?

OPSEC & Your 
Connected Devices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	In 2016, there were 180 million connected devices in the United States, by 2023, the number of connected devices is projected to be to 4.6 billion. What does it all mean and what are the implications of the Internet of Things, web-enabled, smart devices, and being connected.A device is considered “smart” when it is connected to the internet, e.g. smartwatch, smart thermostat. Pretty much any physical object can be transformed into an IoT device if it can be connected to the internet and controlled that way. These devices can turn physical information into digital data. For example your smartwatch or smartphone turns your physical location into data - GPS coordinates, date and time, and even the route that you used to get there. More connections can equal more vulnerabilities. Connected devices can increase the information adversaries can collect about us such as our routines, interests, and health information.



With so many different devices being connected in your 
home network, there are even more vulnerabilities and 
risks of being hacked.

The Internet of Things (IOT) is billions of devices 
around the world that are connected to the internet 
through sensors or Wi-Fi. These include smart devices 
such as watches, thermostats, doorbell cameras and 
baby monitors.

Beware of Hackers 
Inside Your Home

Connected 
devices will reach 

75 billion by 
2025

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Remember, OPSEC is a proven risk analysis process that helps protect critical information and determine the value of unclassified information; awareness is key!	Only say the following if you using this module as a stand-alone training and have not already discussed the OPSEC cycle.	Lets review the OPSEC cycle:Identify and analyze the threats Identify what information is critical and assess the potential ImpactIdentify and analyze your vulnerabilities and IndicatorsUnderstand and assess the riskIdentify and implement effective countermeasuresAnd assess the effectiveness of the program and countermeasuresSimply put, using the OPSEC cycle, we look at who wants your information, what do they want, how can they get it, how likely are they to get it and what is the impact if they do, and finally what can we do to stop them from getting our information. Then we evaluate our program’s effectiveness and make changes as needed.



 Threats come from malicious cyber actors.
 Critical Information includes PII, financial info, 

schedule and photos/videos.
 Not changing your default passwords, using 

insecure networks and not allowing 
updates/patches are all examples of vulnerabilities.

 Understand the risk that an adversary could gain 
your critical information if you do not disconnect 
your devices.

Be Aware of What You Can’t See

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Since OPSEC is a systematic, proven process to identify, control, and protect sensitive but unclassified information about your mission, operation, or activity. We can apply the OPSEC cycle to the internet of things or connected devices to protect our information, ourselves, and our families.Who wants your information:This data can be exploited by malicious cyber actors, hackers, or legitimate businesses for marketing and sales. We might not consider marketing and sales a threat, but we also don’t know how or if others protect our information. Consider that everything in the internet of things collects data—and all that data has value. In a recent study, researchers found that 72 of the 81 IoT devices they surveyed had shared data with a third party unrelated to the original manufacturer. What do they want:Your PII, data/credentials, your schedule, photos/videos. This data can then be used for blackmail and ransom financial fraud. Compromised devices can also be used as a proxy to route malicious traffic for cyber-attacks and computer network exploitation; routing through the devices of others allows an additional layer of anonymity and access to additional resources and computing power. Hackers may want to build credibility or be entertained. Video doorbells and baby monitors have been hacked just to play pranks or record users. How can they get your information:Because smart devices talk to each other, it is possible that a hacker can enter into one easily hacked device to get into another device, such as entering through a smart tv to get to a computer that connects to that tv. A hacker who goes under the name Limited Results, managed to hack a Wi-Fi enabled lightbulb and extract the owner’s Wi-Fi login and password, among other data, in under an hour. The light bulb can be controlled through a smartphone app and according to Limited Results, the weak (or nonexistent) security measures on the lightbulb itself at that time made it possible for the device to be accessed. Common IoT vulnerabilities that you can address include Insecure settings, weak or default hardcoded passwords, and unpatched devices. 



Be Aware of What 
You Can’t See

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Poor security configurations and practices could allow adversaries to exploit security flaws in the connected devices, potentially providing the adversaries access to sensitive information, your home, and your family.Video: https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/News/video/terrifying-video-familys-hacked-ring-camera-system-67704081 Home Security Camera Crisis: New Wave of Hack Attacks Spark Growing Concerns [4:02]	The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. 



 Install the latest router firmware.
 Change your home network password when 

connecting a new device.
 Use strong passwords.
 Encrypt and hide your network.
 Change passwords regularly, especially Wi-Fi.
 Turn off connected devices when not in use.

Protect Your Home Network

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	How can we protect our devices and our information:Check your security settings. Default security settings are not set for maximum security, review your devices settings and select the maximum setting within reason. Remember countermeasures should be weighed against impact to operations, if the ideal countermeasure mitigates risk but makes a device usable, you may need to rethink your countermeasure. For example, to make your smart tv more secure, you could remove it from the internet. But if you use your tv to watch movies from an internet-based service such as Amazon or Netflix, your countermeasure might be only connect to the internet when using an internet-based service. Use strong passwords. Just like any other password, create strong unique passwords, don’t reuse the same password on multiple accounts or devices. Install patches or updates. Many devices will prompt you to download and install updates. It might be a hassle, but it’s worth it. There are other countermeasures that can protect your home network from intrusion. When your home network is protected, so is your data. Once you’ve installed the latest router firmware and that you’ve changed the default password. Next, hide your network so it flies under the radar. Be sure and change your Wi-Fi password regularly to avoid cyberattacks. You can even turn your Wi-Fi off when it’s not in use.These are just a few things that we can do to make it difficult for the adversary to collect your information. Don’t leave OPSEC at work, use the cycle at home to protect our families, ourselves, our information, our property, and our mission.



Cyber attacks are increasing as 
more employees have the ability 
to telecommute.

OPSEC & 
Work From Home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	The nature of telework and remote access technologies can place sensitive information at a higher risk than similar technologies only accessed from inside the organization.OPSEC practices and security measures in a telework environment should cover information systems and technology, and all other aspects used by the individual, including paper files, other media, storage devices, and telecommunications equipment such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones. While teleworking, it is the individual’s responsibility to protect and manage the files, documents, records and other sensitive information stored on telework devices and transmitted across external networks. Those who telework need to keep sensitive property and critical information safe, secure, and separated from their personal property and information.



Working from home has become the new normal. Yet  
remembering to take precautions is challenging in addition 
to the stress of work life balance. Extra attention needs to 
be given to setting up secure environments. 

Adversaries are targeting employees who work from home 
by using different methods and types of software to gain 
access to your company’s sensitive information. Most at 
home cyber attacks occur when employees click on bad 
links and Phishing emails.

Don’t Let Your 
Guard Down

Nearly 60% of the data 
breaches are due 

mainly to human error,

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Remember, OPSEC is a proven risk analysis process that helps protect critical information and determine the value of unclassified information; awareness is key!	Only say the following if you using this module as a stand-alone training and have not already discussed the OPSEC cycle.	Lets review the OPSEC cycle:Identify and analyze the threats Identify what information is critical and assess the potential ImpactIdentify and analyze your vulnerabilities and IndicatorsUnderstand and assess the riskIdentify and implement effective countermeasuresAnd assess the effectiveness of the program and countermeasuresSimply put, using the OPSEC cycle, we look at who wants your information, what do they want, how can they get it, how likely are they to get it and what is the impact if they do, and finally what can we do to stop them from getting our information. Then we evaluate our program’s effectiveness and make changes as needed.



 Threats come from bad actors, identity thieves, 
industrial spies, cyber criminals.

 Critical Information includes your personal information 
and the organization’s critical information list.

 Using Public Wi-Fi, unpatched operating systems and 
software, weak passwords, unsecure teleworking 
location are all vulnerabilities.

 Understand the risk that an adversary could gain your 
critical information if you do not secure your remote 
workspace.

Keep Your Workspace Safe

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Consider this – when you telework, what has changed in your OPSEC posture? The threat is still there - nation states, criminals, hackers, and you’re still handling critical information (CALI, PII, etc.), but what about your vulnerabilities? Are you more or less vulnerable when you work from home? In most situations, when you’re outside your workspace, you have fewer protections in place. Cybersecurity, physical security, even your mindset is operating differently when you work from home.The significance of this has not been lost on the adversaries. They are taking advantage of this shift in the environment and actively exploiting the less secure workspaces to gain access to information that will support their strategies and disrupt your mission.	CALI rhymes with alley



Keep Your 
Workspace Safe

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	With many of us now working from home, adversaries are exploiting the more vulnerable and less secure workspaces.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7CHzzsT3mcWork from home revolution during coronavirus pandemic powers spike in cybercrime | The Business [2:48]	The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the Department of Defense or the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the Department of Defense or the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. 



 Beware of your surroundings if you are teleworking 
from different locations and always use a virtual 
private network (VPN). 

 Stay focused and check the content and recipient 
before sending data.

 Participate in information systems security and 
general awareness training.

 Implement the required measures to protect your 
company’s systems and information such as installing 
approved software updates.

 Turn off home virtual assistance when not needed.

Protect Your Remote Workspace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	When you telework Practice OPSECKeep informed, participate in information systems security and general awareness training.Implement the required measures to protect your systems and information.Comply with applicable policies and requirements.Be aware of your surroundings – try to prevent eavesdropping from persons and device.Remember while working in the office or elsewhere, it’s up to you to protect and manage the records and other sensitive information on hand and stored on devices and transmitted across external networks. 



Everything you post on Social 
Media is out on the Internet and 
up for grabs by the adversary.

OPSEC & Engaging 
in Social Media

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Many use social media, but not everyone understands the impact of what they are sharing and who can see their posts, pictures, and information. The internet is forever, anything you put online or post on social media can be copied and will likely be copied by other users, search engines, archives, or other third parties.Even with privacy settings, sharing information online is at risk by those you share with. Many service providers make copies when they back up their data and you data is likely included in that copy.Once posted, it will be nearly impossible to track down and delete all copies of your data. And while you may not be able to see or find all the remaining copies, they can still be used against you.



What you or your family and friends share on social media can provide 
the adversary with important information about our connections, 
habits, and careers. This can support their efforts of elicitation, 
recruitment, social engineering, targeting, and more - putting us, our 
families, our organizations, and our missions at risk.

How Much Information 
are You Really Sharing?

Social media-
enabled cybercrimes 

generate $3.25+ 
billion in global 

revenue per year

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Remember, OPSEC is a proven risk analysis process that helps protect critical information and determine the value of unclassified information; awareness is key!	Only say the following if you using this module as a stand-alone training and have not already discussed the OPSEC cycle.	Lets review the OPSEC cycle:Identify and analyze the threats Identify what information is critical and assess the potential ImpactIdentify and analyze your vulnerabilities and IndicatorsUnderstand and assess the riskIdentify and implement effective countermeasuresAnd assess the effectiveness of the program and countermeasuresSimply put, using the OPSEC cycle, we look at who wants your information, what do they want, how can they get it, how likely are they to get it and what is the impact if they do, and finally what can we do to stop them from getting our information. Then we evaluate our program’s effectiveness and make changes as needed.



 Threats come from criminals, hackers, nation 
states, economic competitors, and terrorists.

 PII, financial or account information, personal 
and professional schedules, job details, 
sensitive or proprietary information, and 
official capabilities, activities, or limitations.

 Oversharing, lax privacy settings, and clicking 
on scam links are examples of vulnerabilities.

 The risks associated with social media will 
have a lot to do with how much information 
you share.

Shared Awareness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Begin with, Who wants your information: Criminals, identity thieves, and even pedophiles.What do they want: Critical or sensitive information such as where you work, your family members, where your kids go to school, what your interests are. They could want your personal information to commit identity theft, gain access to your finances, or something more nefarious.How can they get your information: Many people post hobbies/ interests, vacation plans and events that they are attending as well as pictures of their children, pets, and valuables. How can we protect our information: By defining what information is critical information and should be protected and not posted online.Work and school schedules, activity schedules like sports practices and games, or travel plans both work and vacation. All of these point to when the house will be unattended or when the children are home without adult supervision. 



Shared
Awareness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	It’s not just what you share on social mediahttps://youtu.be/bwZztQTVrhwSocial Media Privacy [1:22]	The views and opinions expressed in the videos, or any references contained within, do not necessarily state or reflect those of the Department of Defense or the United States Government.  Any references to specific products, processes, or services do not constitute or imply an endorsement by the Department of Defense or the United States Government of said product, process, or services or of their producers or providers. 



 Posting personal details can give too much information to 
the wrong people.

 Use the highest privacy setting available.
 Be selective with fiend/connection requests.
 Turn off location settings feature.
 Avoid clicking on suspicious messages or links.
 Report any scam posts or messages.
 Use unique passwords for all your accounts.

Protect Your 
Social Media Accounts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	These simple steps can protect you and others.Avoid oversharing online, protect your critical information and ensure that your family and friends don’t overshare your information.Check the privacy settings.Be selective of friend and connection requests.Turn off location settings and avoid check-ins, especially in real time.Be cautious, watch out for suspicious messages, links, and posts.Report concerns to the appropriate contact, If you see something, say something.Use strong complex passwords, protect all of your accounts.Using social media can increase chances of information being compromised, but we can mitigate the risk by following OPSEC principles. The big takeaway – control what you can and don’t make it easy for the adversary.



For additional resources
Visit www.ioss.gov
You can reach us at
443.479.4677 or
ioss@radium.ncsc.mil

Knowing the risks, reducing your 
vulnerabilities and taking the correct 
countermeasures will help to keep you 
and your critical information safe.

OPSEC Every Day

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Remember, OPSEC is a proven risk analysis process that helps protect critical information and determine the value of unclassified information; awareness is key!Identify and analyze the threats Identify what information is critical and assess the potential ImpactIdentify and analyze your vulnerabilities and IndicatorsUnderstand and assess the riskIdentify and implement effective countermeasuresAnd assess the effectiveness of the program and countermeasures Simply put, using the OPSEC cycle, we look at who wants your information, what do they want, how can they get it, how likely are they to get it and what is the impact if they do, and finally what can we do to stop them from getting our information. Then we evaluate our program’s effectiveness and make changes as needed.When implemented properly, OPSEC can deny the adversary the information they need to compromise our operations and support their strategies.While OPSEC cannot replace the other security disciplines, it does enhance them. Finally, OPSEC does not stop when you leave work. Share this guidance with your family, friends and colleagues. Your inner circle becomes safer when everyone is doing the right thing.
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